AGENDA ITEM NO. 10.1

CITY OF ELK GROVE
CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT

AGENDA TITLE:

Receive an update on the City’s Diversity
and Inclusion efforts

MEETING DATE:

April 10, 2019

PREPARED BY:

Kara Reddig, Deputy City Manager

DEPARTMENT HEAD:

Jason Behrmann, City Manager

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Receive an update on the City’s Diversity and Inclusion efforts.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
On December 13, 2017, the City Council authorized a contract with Miller
Law Group to complete a Diversity Audit and Inclusion Strategy related to
City employees. The firm subcontracted with Berkeley Research Group
(BRG), an organization with expertise in data analytics and statistics, and
Fogbreak Justice, specialists in training and education for municipalities, to
complete the Inclusion Strategy.
Miller Law Group conducted the following:
• Audited the City’s policies, practices and procedures related to
diversity;
• Developed and implemented an organizational and cultural workplace
survey focused on diversity and employee inclusion and engagement;
• Conducted an analysis of the City’s job groups, workforce composition
and current compensation; and
• Developed an Inclusion strategy in response to the Audit findings.
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A complete copy of the Diversity Audit and Inclusion Strategy can be
accessed from the City’s website at the following address:
http://www.elkgrovecity.org/city_hall/city_government/diversity___inclusion
On August 22, 2018, staff provided the City Council a report on the findings
related to those efforts. The Diversity Audit did not uncover any obvious
barriers to diversity or inclusion, nor did the statistical analyses reveal
evidence of discrimination in the City’s workforce demographics, recruitment
processes or compensation practices. However, it identified several
opportunities for enhancing diversity and inclusion within the City.
Additionally, staff committed to reporting back to the City Council after
approximately six months with a further report on their progress. The below
outlines the actions taken by staff to implement the Diversity Audit and the
Inclusion Strategy since late August:
Participated in the Local and Regional Government Alliance on Race and
Equity (GARE) Program:
• GARE is a national network of governments working to achieve racial
equity and advance opportunities for all;
• Nine staff members are participating;
• Participating city staff are approximately halfway through the program;
• Staff is learning techniques to have specific discussions, policies, and
decision making centered around race as well as how to implement a
Racial Equity Tool for projects and decision-making;
• Two staff will be attending the GARE national conference in April.
These trainings will include a Train-the-Trainer component to then
implement recommendations within the organization.
Update to City Personnel Rules & Regulations:
The City’s Human Resources Division and City Attorney’s Office have
updated the City’s employee Personnel Rules and Regulations (PR&R) to
implement the recommendations from the Diversity Audit, as well as other
updating of the PR&R. All updates have been provided to staff through the
City’s online training module, Target Solutions. A copy of the updated
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Personnel Rules and Regulations are available on the City’s website at the
following link:
http://www.elkgrovecity.org/UserFiles/Servers/Server_109585/File/Departm
ents/HR/Personnel_Rules_and_Regulations.pdf
Concerning the diversity and inclusion effort, the following sections of the
PR&R have been updated:
• Section 5 Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) – created a diversityfriendly statement that emphasizes the City’s commitment to a
workplace that is inclusive of all individuals and of all protected
categories under federal and state law.
• Section 5.4 Prohibiting Harassment, Discrimination or Retaliation –
included a more firm statement that the City will not tolerate
discrimination, harassment or retaliation on the basis of any protected
class. The location of this section has also been prioritized accordingly
and moved up in the document as recommended in the audit.
• Section 5.5 and 5.7 Discrimination / Harassment / Retaliation
Complaints and Investigation – moved this section in the PR&R and
included a Supervisor responsibility section.
• Section 6.1 Announcement of Vacancy – updated the definition of
“Best Interests of the City” to include fiscal, staffing, or operational
needs of the City.
• Section 6.3 Qualifications – The City no longer requests criminal
history information on the initial application. The PR&R contain
modified language providing that criminal history will only be sought for
applicants where permissible under the law, which is consistent with
Assembly Bill 1008’s fair chance procedures. (2017 Stat. Ch. 789.)
• Section 6.6 Background Checks – updated to reflect that a background
check is to be conducted following a conditional offer of employment.
• Section 12.11 Medical Demotion, Transfer, Termination, or Retirement
– updated section 5.1 EEO which includes language regarding the
interactive process and the Americans with Disabilities Act for
employees with physical disabilities.
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• Section 5.3 Affirmative Action Program – removed as not required by
applicable law.
• Section 29 Employment of Relatives – upon legal review, the City
determined that the current language in the PR&R was sufficient and
no change was necessary or recommended.
• Transgender Employment Policy – The EEO Policy was updated to
include protections against discrimination based on transgender
status. The protection was included throughout the EEO Statement as
well as the policies regarding prohibiting discrimination, harassment,
or retaliation of all employees.
• California Fair Pay Act – updated the City’s Neogov applicant software
so no prior salary history is included in job applications.
Update to the City Recruiting Processes
• Implemented the removal of all applicant names throughout the
employee recruitment process so first level screeners and identified
Subject Matter Experts (SME) only see applicant numbers.
• Incorporated Bias Training for all interview panel members prior to
interviewing job candidates.
• Expanded recruitment outreach efforts to include persons with
disabilities, veterans and women based groups.
• Developed a requirement for stronger documentation throughout the
recruitment process by both Human Resources and hiring managers.
• Created a review process for new employees where they are required
to review the City’s Policies and Procedures, the City EEO and
Harassment policies with separate acknowledgements through the
City’s Target Solutions online training software.
• Revised the EEO questionnaire and reports to include all of the EEO
categories.
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Inclusion Strategy
• Appointed the City’s Inclusion Leader, Kara Reddig, Deputy City
Manager.
• Created a 16 member Inclusion Team that is cross-departmental and
diverse; team meets two times per month.
• Entered into a training and education contract with Fobgreak Justice to
identify short and long-term training needs and education.
• Formed the Police Chief’s Community Advisory Board to act as a
resource for the Chief in the formation of strategies, development of
community policing concepts and increasing public awareness.
• Started to utilize the City’s social media outlets in more diverse and
inclusive ways. Attachment 1 includes examples of new social media
messaging that is directed at connecting with the diverse Elk Grove
community. Created the hashtag A City Welcome to All
#acitywelcometoall.
• Approximately thirty staff members participated in a training class on
November 15, 2018, titled Foundations of Cultural Competence in
conjunction with the Cosumnes Community Services District (CSD). At
the training, staff were provided a framework on how to address issues
of equity and race as well as common language for communicating.
• Held focus groups in December 2018 for 115 staff members regarding
What’s the Value of Diversity. These groups allowed staff to interact in
a cross-departmental manner and realize commonalities as well as
differences.
• Facilitated a meeting on January 9, 2019, to begin the creation of
citywide employee-focused Vision and Values. Fogbreak Justice, in
consultation with Berké Brown, led 70 staff members through various
exercises to begin to establish the framework in identifying personal
and professional values.
o Hosted a citywide webinar on February 27, 2019, to continue the
Vision and Values work from January 9 and solicit additional City
employee feedback.
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o E-mailed an edited version of the “live” webinar to all staff
seeking additional feedback through a survey to ensure all staff,
regardless of work schedule, have the opportunity to participate
in the process.
• Brought together the City’s Executive Team and Diversity and
Inclusion Team to refine the employee-focused Vision and Values.
• Finalizing the creation of a new City employee “Buddy” program to
encourage new and existing staff to get to know each other better.
• Scheduling a series of mandatory trainings on Procedural Justice /
Implicit Bias as well as various facilitated trainings / brown bags in April
and May.
Community Involvement
• Sponsored the inaugural Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Legacy Pancake
Breakfast on January 19, 2019, with the CSD, NAACP, as well as
various local and regional leaders.
• Participated in the regional MLK 365 March in downtown Sacramento
on January 21, 2019. At this event, the City hosted a booth at the
beginning of the march, promoted Elk Grove’s diversity with t-shirts
and march banners, as well as hosted a booth at the diversity expo at
the conclusion of the march. Attachment 1 includes information on the
t-shirts, signs, and City giveaway at the event.
• Hosted the Festival of Lights on October 30, 2019, in conjunction with
the City’s Multicultural Committee. Celebrated by Hindus, Jains, Sikhs
and Buddhists, although for each faith it marks different historical
events and stories, it represents the same symbolic victory of light over
darkness, knowledge over ignorance, and good over evil.
• Hosted the first Lunar New Year event on February 1, 2019. This timehonored celebration was a time to bring together family and expose
residents to the many cultures that celebrate Lunar New Year in the
Elk Grove community.
• Started conversations with the CSD on working together to partner on
cultural and diversity related events in the future.
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Next Steps
As evidenced by the above items, all levels of the organization have been
making diversity and inclusion an organizational high priority. However, there
are several tasks over the near and long-term that staff will continue to work
on. Those include formalizing long-term trainings, identifying and
implementing various elements of the inclusion strategy, as well as holding
two community-focused meetings (Community Night and Leadership
Luncheon) to continue the community involvement in these efforts. Staff will
also continue to participate in the GARE program and will work to incorporate
the Racial Equity Tool into future program and policy decisions.
Over the next several months, non-sworn staff will also be participating in
Procedural Justice / Implicit Bias training to build upon the prior implicit bias
training. All sworn staff have previously participated in an eight-hour PD
Implicit Bias training and will be participating in POST Certified Racial
Profiling training this spring.
FISCAL IMPACT
This staff report has no financial impact.
ATTACHMENT:
1. Inclusion Strategy Activities
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